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Mr. Charles Palmer, Field Engineer  
Morgan Construction Company  
Worcester 5, Massachusetts  

Dear Charlie:

Thank you for your swell letter and the pamphlets. Be assured I appreciate very much your Morgan pamphlet. This is really swell, compact and full of constructive information. Again, many thanks.

We had the rollers in for approximately 6 weeks. Trouble encountered with rollers sticking. Tried various lubrication methods without desired results. Some of these troubles were mill operation, when variation in oval size occurred it was necessary to readjust the twisters. When rolls would stick slivers occurred. We tried water sprays in various location without any gain.

The freezing of the rollers required constant attention by operators and mechanical people, resulting in considerable scrap and delays. There were some opinions that repeaters are too far from the twisters. Another idea came out that the small twister rollers made millions of R.P.M.s without a chance for a breathing spell. Other than these remarks, don't have much to offer.

I showed your letter to your good friend Al Bradfield, and if the units are not burnished and polished to your entire satisfaction, I would recommend you write him, as after reading your letter he said, "Boy, I can look for a letter from Charlie on this". I will be pleased to be kept up to date on the revamping jobs mentioned.

Many thanks for your very kind remarks about world records. Honestly Charlie, are we really that good? Our records pleases us very much, have not thought of them as world records.

Sincerely,

V. W. Johnson